Advert ID: BO7491A86

Barry Farrell - Barry Farrell 38
Flybridge Trawler

$ 99,000

Seattle, Washington

·

Washington

·

1974

·

37 ft

·

1

The engine was built in 1998 but not installed until 2004. This was a new engine.All service work on
the main engine and Aqua Drive has been performed by Tri County Diesel in Bellingham WA. -- this
year the injectors and valves were serviced as well as all required maintenance.
There are complete service records available going back to 1998. A large number of engine spare
parts and tools are also included.
All winter storage maintenance was completed each year by Jon DeJung, a registered, certified
Shipwright.
There is a portable Honda generator included for battery charging.
The Honda outboard was serviced late last year by the Honda Factory Representative in Bellingham
WA. 12 volt, 8 batteries charged by: engine, shore power This Barry Farrell hull is built for heavy use.
The hull is exceptionally seaworthy with a proven commercial design. In addition to the standard
layup and interior work done by the factory the interior was completely rebuilt in 2004 and 2005
from the bilge up. The exterior was also refinished by Alan King Yacht Restorations in 2014.
The hull was refinished with professional two part epoxy resin/paint.
There is no external wood. All windows and doors are commercial grade. The foredeck and cockpit
are water tight with large scuppers for heavy weather. The access to the upper deck is with an
oversized aluminum ladder. The aft deck is covered with bimini top and there are large storage
compartment under the seat.
Engine and Aqua Drive are accessed through large floor hatches and there is extra storage in the
areas around the engine. The interior is an open concept layout. Entering from the aft deck through
double aluminum sliding doors you find a large convertible couch to starboard and a single chair to
port and a Dickenson Newport Propane heater, one of two heating systems, forward of the chair. The
second heat system is a Toyoset Kerosene Furnace with a separate fuel tank.
The head is located on the starboard side forward of the couch.
Moving forward the galley is on the port side with the lower helm forward of the galley. The dinette
is opposite the galley and helm on the starboard side. The dinette also opens to a double berth.
Forward on center line is the door to the V-berth.
All new carpeting was installed 2016. 4 burner gas cooker The electronics package includes two chart
plotters, depth sounder/fish finder, VHF, auto pilot and radar.
RAYTHEON R10X 24 MILE Radar
Furuno FCV-665 Color Depth Sounder
Garmin GPS 2010
Furuno Depth Sounder
There is also a GPS chart plotter in the dinghy.

Two submersible hand-held VHF's are included.
Two new full duplex radio head sets (Ear Tec) are also included.
Also included are all paper charts from Seattle to Glacier Bay , Alaska, including the west coast of
Vancouver Island and the Queen Charlotte Islands. Electronic charts are also included for the same
area.
The Garmin GPS plotter has 4650 saved waypoints . Electric Lofrans Tigres windlass
3 anchors
(ROCNA 25 KG -- 30 LB. BRUCE - 35 LB. NORTH HILL)
270'0" of chain
11' ALURA dinghy (2005)
(Hard Dinghy)
15hp outboard, HONDA, Short Shaft (unknown year)
The main anchor is a ROCNA 25 KG with 45 fathoms or 270 feet of G4 chain. The new anchor chain is
fed aft and down below the forward berth through a tube. This allows the chain to be moved out of
the bow to provide a lower center of gravity with chain almost into the bilge.
There are two other anchors included . A 30 lb Bruce and 35 lb Fisherman.
When the vessel has been stored for the winter it was covered with a custom three piece canvas
cover designed and built by Lohman's in Ladysmith.
T
here are also cockpit cushion which were restitched this year.
The 11' dinghy is a custom aluminum by Aldura. All the fishing gear is included including poles, down
riggers, reels, salmon equipment, bottom fish and ground fish bait.
The equipment includes Two Ladner Traps crab traps and a custom Prawn trap with 300 feet of
weighted line.
There is also a research quality hydrophone on board for listening to whales. Two Advanced
Elements Inflatable Kayaks are included. 2 bilge pumps (1 manual / 1 Electric)
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